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Placing an order with Comtec.

1

Contact Comtec (630-759-9000) for a Price Estimate. Free of charge!

2

Turn your Estimate into a Price Quote by supplying all necessary sample pans and required

specifications*. Still free of charge!

3

Turn your Price Quote into an Order by submitting a signed Price Quotation or Purchase

Order and submitting a 50% non-refundable Deposit** on your order.

4

Once your signed Quote or signed Purchase Order and deposit are received, you will receive

an Order Acknowledgement confirming the order and stating the expected ship date for your order.
Congratulations! You have placed an order with Comtec!
*Required Specifications
For a Bottom Crust Forming Die Set: 1) The pan manufacturer's name and the pan's stock number, 2) A choice of Rim Style(i.e.
Plain rim, Gear rim, High Frequency Gear rim, Spider rim, Rimless, or Daisy Petal rim). Photos of these rim styles can be seen at
www.comtecindustriesltd.com. 3) The crust thickness dimensions, in writing. If no crust thickness dimensions are provided, the
crusts formed by the die set will be nominally 1/8 inch (0.125") thick.
For a Top Crust Forming Die Set: 1) A choice (Yes or No) of a 1 inch diameter vent hole in the center of the top crust 2) The exact
diameter needed for the top crust. Please note that top crusts are usually larger in diameter than the pies they are to cover. An
accurate diameter must be provided by the customer to ensure that the top crust will fully cover all filled bottom crusts for a
particular pan. Many of our customers who are current making top crusts by hand, can measure the diameter of 5 of the hand made
top crusts and use the average of the 5 diameters as the measurement you give to Comtec. 3) The crust thickness dimensions, in
writing. If no crust thickness dimensions are provided, the crusts formed by the die set will be nominally 1/8 inch (0.125") thick.
** Deposits can be made by check or credit card (Visa or Mastercard only). Large credit card orders may require an additional
processing fee.

